
Give Your Opinion 
Would you prefer to play football on 

land or in the water?

Circle   LAND   or   WATER

Give a reason for your answer that 
includes the word ‘because’. 

 

  

  

 

Quick Write: Sports 1

Quick Questions 
Write your answers on the back of 

your sheet.

1. Who do you think took this   
photograph?

2. If these children were in an 
adventure story, what would the  
story be called?

3. Give two far-fetched reasons why 
the goalpost is in the water.

Opening Lines 
Write the opening to a story  

based on this picture.

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

Quote It 
Write one line of correctly punctuated 

speech that the boy in the goal 
might say.

 

  

 

Name It 
Give this picture a title.

 

Collecting Vocabulary 
Write down nine ambitious words  

to describe this picture.
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Give Your Opinion 
Could you win in a swimming race 

against your best friend?

Circle   YES   or   NO

Give a reason for your answer that 
includes the word ‘for’.

 

  

  

 

Quick Write: Sports 2

Quick Questions 
Write your answers on the back of 

your sheet.

1. Why do you think that the camera 
was placed under the water?

2. If this picture was on the front page  
of a newspaper, what might the  
headline be?

3. Why do you think that the 
photographer took this picture?

Closing Lines 
Write the ending to a story  

based on this picture.

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

Quote It 
Write one line of correctly punctuated 

speech that a nearby lifeguard 
might say.

 

  

 

Name It 
Give this picture a title.

 

Collecting Vocabulary 
Write down nine ambitious words  

to describe this picture.
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Give Your Opinion 
Would you enjoy playing rugby?

Circle   YES   or   NO

Give a reason for your answer that 
includes the word ‘for’.

 

  

  

Quick Write: Sports 3

Quick Questions 
Write your answers on the back of 

your sheet.

1. What world record could the girl  
holding the ball break?

2. If these girls were included in a  
story with a moral, what might  
they teach others?

3. What do you think the worst bit  
about being in this situation would  
be? Explain your answer.

Problematic Lines 
Write the dilemma of a story  

based on this picture.

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

Quote It 
Write one line of correctly punctuated 
speech that the girl holding the ball 

might be saying.

 

  

 

Name It 
Give this picture a title.

 

Collecting Vocabulary 
Write down nine ambitious words  

to describe this picture.
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Give Your Opinion 
Would you like to watch a tennis 

championship?

Circle   YES   or   NO

Give a reason for your answer that 
includes the word ‘if’.

 

  

  

Quick Write: Sports 4

Quick Questions 
Write your answers on the back of 

your sheet.

1. Why do you think that there are so 
many people in this photograph?

2. How often do you think events like 
this occur? Explain your answer.

3. What might newspaper headlines 
have said the next day?

Opening Lines 
Write the opening to a story based on 

this picture.

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

Quote It 
Write one line of correctly punctuated 

speech from someone in the crowd.

 

  

  

 

Name It 
Give this picture a title.

 

Collecting Vocabulary 
Write down nine ambitious words  

to describe this picture.
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Give Your Opinion 
Should handball be a sport that is 

taught in schools?

Circle   YES   or   NO

Give a reason for your answer that 
includes the word ‘yet’.

 

  

  

Quick Write: Sports 5

Quick Questions 
Write your answers on the back of 

your sheet.

1. How is this sport similar to and  
different from football?

2. If this was the opening scene of a  
movie, what do you think that the 
film would be about?

3. What do you think the child in the  
goal is thinking?

Resolving Lines 
Write the resolution to a story  

based on this picture.

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

Quote It 
Write one line of correctly punctuated 
speech from the girl in the red T-shirt.

 

  

  

 

Name It 
Give this picture a title.

 

Collecting Vocabulary 
Write down nine ambitious words  

to describe this picture.
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